Jazz Ensemble Auditions
Fall 2013

Lead Trombone

Scales (quarter note = 100):
- Chromatic, from low E to highest available note, qtr notes, slurred
- D major scale, 2 octaves, qtr notes, legato tongue

Prepared Pieces:
- Building Bridges (Latin)
- Sweet Emma

Sightreading

Improvisation (optional):
- one piece of your choosing

Section Trombone

As above except prepare Jump Monk and Sweet Emma

Bass Trombone

Scales (quarter note = 100):
- Chromatic, from low E to highest available note, qtr notes, slurred
- D major scale, 2 octaves, qtr notes, legato tongue

Prepared Pieces:
- Sweet Emma, tbn 4
- Sail Away, tbn 4

Sightreading

Improvisation (optional):
- one piece of your choosing